
+49 (0)40 468 992 48
Mo-Fr. 10:00h to 19.00h

Training plus Tour: Kaiserstuhl - Vosges - Black Forest (M-ID: 3215)
https://www.motourismo.com/en/listings/3215-training-plus-tour-kaiserstuhl-vosges-black-forest

from €569.00
Dates and duration (days)
On request

Eyes and head, viewing direction, cornering techniques, braking – maximize not only your safety but
also your riding fun under the watchful eye of our professional trainers and use the follow-up tour
through the Kaiserstuhl, the Black Forest and the Vosges to deepen your new skills.

Whether you’re an occasional biker, you’re new to riding
motorcycles or you’ve just gotten back on your motorbike
after not having ridden one for years: under the supervision
of our experienced and certified instructors you’ll be able to
maximize your riding experience as well as your safety in
no time – all together right in the middle of beautiful Black
Forest.

Over the course of the first day, you’ll learn how to use your
brakes safely, how to apply different cornering techniques,
how to find the perfect curve line and manage your eyes,
head and viewing direction while doing so. 

Furthermore, in our consecutive three day tour through the
Black Forest, the Vosges and Alsace, you’ll get to practice
your new riding skills right away along with our experienced
guides and trainers, enabling you to deeply understand the
most important riding techniques.

Schedule and itinerary:

Day 1:

Welcome to the modern, air-conditioned training room with
coffee and beverage vending machine.

After a round of getting to know each other, the experience
and knowledge of each participant is surveyed. The training
is then structured according to the personal needs and
wishes of the participants.

Training contents on the driving training ground:

- correct eye technique, viewing direction
- correct steering technique

- different cornering techniques
- correct curve line
- correct use of front and rear brakes
- developing and training strategies for emergency
manoeuvres
- improving handling when riding slowly and in hairpin
bends

Everything is voluntary, of course. Anyone can practice and
train in his own a pace not to be overwhelmed.

Day 2:

Tour through Kaiserstuhl, on request with the subjects:

- riding in the group
- turning on a slope
- curve line in real traffic
- braking on loose ground

Day 3 and 4:

Guided tours to enjoy and implement what you have
learned, of course with feedback from the instructor at any
time if desired. 
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Category Motorcycle Tour and Training

Terrain Onroad

Vehicle your own motorcycle

Tourguide / Coach yes (guided)

Accommodation 3 star hotel

Flight to / from on request

Support vehicle (luggage/service) no

Level of difficulty easy

medium

Customer payment protection yes

* PRICING Minimal without optional extras, see pricing

Pricing

per rider in shared/double room (the booking of a double room is only available for a
booking of two people. All single travelers are asked to choose the single room).

€569.00

per person single room (all single travelers need to choose the single room). €99.00

per pillion passenger in shared twin/double room (pillion passengers cannot book
without an accompanying rider).

€379.00

Included

1 Day onroad training course

3 Guided onroad day tours

3 Overnights in a hotel incl. breakfast

Certified, experienced trainer with technical know-how and first aid knowledge

Each tour is tailored on the go to the experience and physical condition of the group

Not included

Motorcycle and fuel

Protectional gear (the following protectional gear is mandatory: helmet, motorcycle boots, motorcycle jacket
and motorcycle pants)

Everything not listed as included

More details

This onroad motorcycle safety training is great for beginners and returning riders.
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Each tour is tailored to your experience and physical preparation on the go.

The following protectional gear is mandatory: helmet, motorcycle boots, motorcycle jacket and motorcycle
pants.

Transfers and extra nights in a hotel can be arranged to accommodate your travelling needs.
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